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Welcome back! I hope you had an enjoyable and restful Christmas. The children have now developed an 

understanding of the expectations within Year One and the spring term will signify the continuation of their 

independence as they continue to develop their understanding across a range of subjects. Our topic this term is 

‘Explorers’ where children will be investigating different habitats, creatures, weather conditions and taking a closer 

look at famous explorers that have changed our history to date.  

Staff: Your child will be taught by myself, Mrs Dalton for the second half of the term and Miss Carter and Miss M in 
my absence for the first half of the term. Miss Figg and Miss Nairne will continue to support the children. 
Mrs Turner and Mrs Baria will teach the children Art and PE respectively.  
 

Curriculum Information: 
 

Mathematics  Number- We will continue to consolidate our number skills, looking at 
addition and subtraction and applying skills both mentally and to problems 
and investigations. 

 We will then continue to develop and apply our number knowledge to 
addition and subtraction within a range of contexts.  

English 
 
 
 

 Narrative- Write simple sentences using patterned language, words and 
phrases taken from familiar stories. 

 Non-fiction – we will write informative sentences to either explain or 
describe. 

 Recounts- We will again write about our trip focusing on the grammar of 
conjunctions, adverbs and time sequencing. 

Science  Weather – we will begin to look at a range of weather types and how these 
are reported. We will look at how the position of the sun changes across a 
day.  

 Animals and their Habitats- The children will learn about different animal 
classifications and where they live. They will investigate what is needed to 
survive and how changes to their environment affect them.    

Computing  Discovering programming– We will explore algorithms and the importance 
of clear detailed instructions.  

 Internet Safety- Looking at practical ways to stay safe online. 

Physical 
Education 

 Dance and Outdoor games- These will be taught by specialist teachers. 

 Please ensure your child has a full PE kit including trainers in school at all 
times and that it has their name clearly written on the label. 

History & 
Geography 
 

 Explorers – we will begin to develop some key skills within Geography. We 
will learn how to identify countries on a map and be able to compare 
natural and man-made features.   

Art & 
Design and 
Technology  

 Mrs Turner will continue to teach the children for these subjects. This term 
we will creating an array of recognisable images from around the world 
focussing on different painting techniques and colour. 

Music 
 
 

 Mrs Turner will continue to teach the children for Music. We will be 
learning about the different musical elements (pitch, tempo, structure, 
pulse and exploring how they change sound). 

Personal Social 
Health 
Education 
 

 Dreams and goals – We will set goals for ourselves and discover how we 
can achieve them. We will be thinking about how we can stay motivated 
when doing something challenging and also how we can celebrate our 
successes.  

 Healthy me - We will be continuing to have a strong focus on nutrition, 
hygiene and promoting healthy a lifestyle. 
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Class Information:  

Home Learning: Home learning will continue to be given out on a Wednesday, to be returned the following Monday. 

Late or incomplete home learning will be recorded and completed during lunch time. There is a Home Learning Club 

to assist any pupil who requires help on a Wednesday after school. 

Reading Books: Your child’s reading book will be changed as and when it is needed, please make sure the children 

put them in the reading box in the morning. Now the children are in Year 1 and becoming more fluent readers, it is 

important that they can recall the main events of the story, discuss the characters and explain their likes and their 

dislikes rather than simply decode. Every day the children will take part in Reading activities but it is still crucial that 

they are heard read every evening at home.   

Spellings: The children’s spellings are tested each week. They will take home their relevant spelling ladder every 

week to be practiced at home. They can then practice these as much as they want before they are tested the 

following week.  

Important Dates: 

Half term:    Monday 17th February – Friday 21st February  

Back to school:    Monday 24th February  

Parent Consultations:                 Wednesday 4th/ Thursday 5th March  

Year 1 Zoo trip:   Tuesday 17th March 

Cherry class assembly:              Friday 27nd March 

Last day of term:  Friday 3th April (1.15pm finish)  

Healthy Lifestyle:  
 
As a whole school we are focusing on a healthy lifestyle for all children.  We will be taking part in daily exercise as well 

as providing healthy snacks and nutritious lunches for your children.  As part of this programme we would like to help 

children understand the importance of eating healthily.  Some parents and carers like to provide something special for 

all the children to share on their child’s birthday.  We would ask that this be a healthy snack that we can share at snack 

time rather than sweets or cake.  For example: fruit that we do not usually have – grapes, pineapple, strawberries, 

blueberries etc., rice cakes, break sticks or pieces of cheese.  Please feel free to speak to a member of staff if you would 

like more ideas.  We thank you in advance for your co-operation with this. 

 

Help at Home: For more information on what your child is doing in school as well as how to support your child in 

their learning, please refer to the class blog on the website as well as information on the Parents section. I look 

forward to seeing you during parent consultations on Wednesday 4th and Thursday 5th March. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Mrs Dalton 
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